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 BTStats is an application that collects real-time information about your BitTorrent downloads. This information is stored in a
database and is available for display in HTML or CSV format. Use BTStats to see the size of files on your computer and get an

idea of what is being downloaded or where your peers are located. Fetcher is a new web-based BitTorrent application from
BitTorrent, Inc. Currently in development, Fetcher is an ideal solution for web-based torrent downloads. The web interface

allows users to share, download, and search for torrents in an easy-to-use interface. The search function allows users to select
popular categories (TV, Anime, etc.) and perform broad or specific searches using a variety of criteria. The browse interface

allows users to peruse the results of a search and even add a torrent to their queue or watchlist. LimeTorrent is a great
application that is open-source and uses the LimeSuite library. This means that it runs on Linux and Windows without any

worries of compatibility. On top of that, it's written in a combination of Python and Perl. PeerTracker is a web-based tracker
that tracks Peer 2 Peer information, such as information for the torrent, number of seeders and peers, upload rate, etc.

PeerTracker allows both public trackers and private trackers to be setup. TorrentFlux is a web-based application that makes it
easy to search, download, and watch torrents. TorrentFlux is completely open-source and has been released under the GNU

General Public License. The BitTorrent Search Application (BTSA) is a web application that searches for torrents on
BitTorrent. BTSA is extremely easy to use and supports filetype filters, allowing users to search for specific files and filters on

the basis of filetype, size, and other criteria. The I2P is a small peer-to-peer network that runs entirely on the user's own
computer. I2P doesn't rely on the Internet or other external servers and is an extremely secure network. The I2P supports zero-
knowledge and onion routing protocols, meaning that information about the network is not recorded anywhere and users are not
identifiable by any third parties. PeerHell, the BitTorrent Peer Help Application, is a unique application that allows users to find

peers for both private and public trackers. PeerHell displays information about your peers (IP address, file size, 82157476af
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